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Abstract

We discuss possible ways of shortening the key of a multivariate public-key cryptosytem with-
out overly impact on its security or speed. Our ideas involve use of circulants, key schedules (these
two both used also in AES), and subfields. We illustrate our suggestions on two Digital Signature
Scheme FLASH and TTS. Significant improvements in speed and key size are achievable. Sign-
ing in SFLASH can get faster by

�����
and keys become 1/4 of their original sizes. Our proposed

improvements are applicable to other multivariate public key cryptosystems.

1 Introduction

In this paper we discuss potential improvements to multivariate public-key cryptosystems in general.
Since Diffie and Hellman ([7]), many one-way functions, sometimes called trapdoor permutations

had been attempted. Almost as many, some formerly quite promising (e.g. the Hellman-Merkle Knap-
sack), fell by the wayside. The most common one-way functions depend on large number factorization
(RSA) and discrete logs (DSA, ECC). A drawback in such schemes is the intrinsic slowness of a crit-
ical step over a large algebraic structure, which degrades transaction speed on commodity hardware
and hinders wider deployment. One can hope that ever-faster CPUs will dispose of that problem. Un-
fortunately, as Intel et al ratchets up the clock speed, making any given computation less arduous,
factoring large integers also takes less time. So even without constant advances in cryptography ([28]),
cracking RSA (or any other cryptosystem) gets easier by the day. Thus keys gets longer, the underlying
algebraic structures larger, and the time complexity exponentiates.

Upshot: cryptographical primitives are not speeding up quickly enough.
The rate-determining mechanism in � -bit RSA is modular exponentiation ( ���	��
� ). Thus, �����

bytes in an RSA signature seem a huge waste because the hash will be padded with some 100 bytes.
Exploring multivariate alternatives seems justified on this observation alone.

Multivariate PKC schemes probably first came under the spotlight with Imai-Matsumoto’s ���
([19]). Many multivariate PKC schemes have been proposed since. Restricting the field to digital
signature schemes, we see � ��� ([25]), direct descendant of � � , of which SFLASH ([27]) and family
are just instances. Then there is HFE ([24]) and its descendant QUARTZ (HFE ��� , [26]), and TTS
([3]). There are many others, but most have since been broken.

In multivariate cryptography, the public map (verifying or encrypting) also takes ���	� 
 � , but this �
is much smaller — close to the size of the hash (now at ����� bits) rather than the unit of the arithmetic.
Vector units (e.g. Motorola’s AltiVec) help a lot ( ��� �"! speedup) too.

For example, in NESSIE-recommended RSA-1536, we are dealing with a unit of ����� bytes.
SFLASH and TTS/ ��# have ��� - and ��� byte-sized variables respectively. True, for a modern 32-bit
CPU, 192 bytes is only forty-eight 32-bit mouthfuls, but dependency delays are significant. It gets
distinctly worse in a smart card with only a 8- or 16-bit microcontroller. Lack of megahurtz hurts
multivariate schemes a lot less because multivariate schemes take most of their time looking up tables.
The reason is that the latency of main memory access has decreased by less than an order of magnitude
during the same time that clock speeds went from 1 MHz to 3 GHz.
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We can cut running time and private keys to about 20% of present length using extra structures
in the linear mappings. This is described in Sec. 2. Another concept is key scheduling, to generate
what should have been the private key from a smaller “real key”, as AES and other block ciphers do.
It is discussed in Sec. 3. Last but not least, we can pare down both key size and running times using
subfields as in Sec. 4. We will use the multivariate digital signature schemes SFLASH and TTS to
illustrate. Our main ideas are applicable to most multivariate PKC’s. The reader need not be familiar
with SFLASH or TTS to understand the main thrust – See summaries in Secs. 1.1 and 1.2.

Reduction of verification time and (often huge) public keys are clearly worthwhile. But why exactly
do we try hard to reduce the signing time and private key lengths of multivariate PKC schemes further
(sometimes to �$�	�%� ) by adding structure to the affine maps, especially if most such schemes already
sign fairly quickly, and have much longer public keys than private keys? The answers are manifold:& No cryptanalyst attacks a multivariate PKC by guessing at the entire private key. Since the

central map determines the properties of the scheme, it likely determines all weaknesses too. A
chain can only be as strong as its weakest link. If one can break a scheme in ��')(*( operations due
to the central map, hundreds of parameters in the affine parts becomes massive overkill.& For some practical applications (e.g. stock e-trading), instant responses are imperative. Signing
a message must be more than “fast enough”. It must be as fast as possible.& In multivariate PKC, one cannot avoid public keys of length cubic in � , but sometimes only the
private key is stored on-card. Makes sense to cut this down1.& The quadratic portion of some schemes may contain variable parameters. But the linear parts
contain many more parameters and can consume a lot more time ( �$�	��+�� ) to evaluate. So it
behooves us to reduce the linear parts as much as possible without overly weakening the security.

For the rest of this paper, the base field will be ,.-0/213�54�� ; the public map is the composition of three

maps, 6879,;:=<?>@ACB <�D@AFE <G@ACH 7=,;I , with the central map J + being quadratic. J '3K 6 @AML ' 6ON;P '
and J 
 K EQ@AML 
 E NRP 
 are affine, usually invertible.

1.1 Summary of SFLASH S + and the FLASH family

SFLASH S + , a NESSIE ([21]) finalist, is claimed to combine speed and a security complexity of more
than ��T ( , and is recommended for smart cards. Patarin adapted � � to � ��� digital signature schemes
([25]) to foil his own ([23]) �U� attack, and SFLASH S + is one of its instances. Its base field is ,V-/W13�X��Y�� , the public map is from ,Z
[Y to ,\+*] ; the central map J + corresponds to B^@AMB ' +*T >X>`_ ' , withB 7R, # -a,^b ced	fg�	c 
[Y Nhci' + Njci')(kNjc + Nl�� represented in , 
[Y . 11 components are removed
from the public map. With ,m-n/W13�X� T � and BR@AoB +*p*] >X>`_ ' instead of /W13�X� Y � , it becomes FLASH.
Due to the attack of Appendix A.1 ([10, 11]), the authors conceded ([1]) that one might as well make
the affine maps linear and the public map homogeneous: SFLASH S + then operates roughly as follows:

To Setup: Generate random full-rank matrices L ' 7\,\
[Y�qr
[Y and L 
 7\,\
[Y�qr
[Y . Compute the com-
position st�	6u��- L 
 bvJ + � L ' 6u�)d with J + as above. Save (the coefficients of) the first 26 compo-
nents of s , each of which is a quadratic polynomial in 6 , as the public key (16 kB compressed).
Find and save L �"'' , L �"'
 as the private key (2396 Bytes compressed).

To Sign: Given message w , compute 160-bit digest H -yx^�Xwz� . Pad H to 259 bits (using some bits
from xR� H � ) and cut into H # 7;/W1k�X� Y � 
[Y . Compute E - L �"'
 � H # � , compute B 7;J �"'+ � E � (raising
to a high power in ,\# ), then the signature 6{- L �"'' � B � . Release �Xw}|*6u� .

To Verify: On receiving �Xw0|*69� , compute H -~x^�Xwz� , match vs. initial bits of st�	6u��- L 
 b�J + � L ' 6u�)d .
1Extreme example: As late as a year ago, representatives from a big local telco stated that they would like the signing

program and the key to fit in 2048 bytes for cost-reduction reasons.
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1.2 Summary of the TTS Family and TTS/ � #
TTS is based on tame-like maps (sometimes just tame maps), polynomial maps easily invertible through
serial substitution or solution of linear equations, but without a low degree explicit inverse. A multi-
variate digital signature scheme is considered to be in the TTS family if its central map is tame.

TTS generally uses ,�-{/W1k�X�?T�� . TTS/ ��# ([3]), a current TTS, uses ��� -byte hashes and ��� -byte
signatures. Its central map J + K B -y�	� ( |�� ' | � � ��|�� +[Y � @AFE -y�	� T |��?��| � � ��|�� +[Y � is:� T - � T N8� T � ( � Y N.� T � ' � ] N8� T � + � p N8� T � 
 �����

...
...

...�?� - ���QN8������� � T ��� �"' N�������� � Y ��� � + N8������� � ] ��� � 
 N�������� � p ��� � � |
...

...
...� +*] - � +*] N8� +*] � ' T � +*p N�� +*] � ' ��� + � N�� +*] � + ( � +*
 N�� +*] � + ' � +*+ |� +[Y - � +[Y N8� +[Y � ' � � +*] N�� +[Y � + ( � +*p N�� +[Y � + ' � + ��N�� +[Y �������� ��

We may easily obtain one possible B from E , by randomly assigning a value to � ( | � � ��|�� Y (subject to
the restrictions � (¢¡-~� �"'+[Y ) and solving serially for � T | � � �%|�� +[Y .
To Setup: Generate random non-zero parameters ��£`|¤��£¥|[��£¦|[�?£§7=, , nonsingular matrices L ' 7=,\+*Tqr+*T ,L 
 7Z, + ( qr+ ( (by LU decomposition), and vector P ' 7i, +*T . Compose s¨-©J 
�ª J +�ª J ' and

assign P 
 7e,\+ ( to eliminate the constant part of s . Save coefficients of s as public key ( �������
bytes). Find and save L �"'' , L �"'
 , plus P ' , P 
 , and �5��£`|¤��£`|[��£¦|[�?£)� as the private key ( ��«g��� bytes).

To Sign: Given message w , compute digest H -¬x^�Xwz�i7¨, + ( . Compute E - L �"'
 � H �P 
 � ,
compute B 7�J �"'+ � E � as above, then the signature 6{- L �"'' � B �ZP ' � . Release �Xw}|*6u� .

To Verify: On receiving �Xw0|*69� , compute H -~x^�Xwz� and match with st�	6u� .
2 Restructure for Faster Signing and Tiny Private Keys

Decomposing a matrix is not new. There are b¯®°d5±�²r-©�54�:³�=��k�54�:��$4?�t´ ´ ´��54�:³�$4�: �"' � invertible �$!µ�
matrices over /213�54�� . But in generating an invertible matrix, LU decomposition is very common. This
produces only �54§���� : 4 :�¶·: �"'¥¸ of the non-singular matrices, but it is close enough. To decrease storage
needs, we must decompose differently here. We examine two such earlier attempts in Sec. 2.1 before
presenting current ideas in Sec. 2.2. Hopefully, we have learned the appropriate history lessons.

2.1 Earlier Attempts

Two ideas heretofore seen in print tried replace multiplication by a non-singular matrix by a sequence
of ���	�%� linear steps between the components of a vector when running TTS.¹ �	º=�Z»¼� ¹ : Proposed in [2]. Both L ' and L 
 are expressed in the form ½¾�¥¿u�QÀ§Ár�`Â , where ½ andÂ are non-singular diagonal matrices, ¿ a matrix of � ’s, and À Á a permutation matrix as before.

The diagonal elements of ½ and Â and the Ã�Ä ’s are in the private key.

Elementary Row Operations: [13] (the first time we saw this idea in print) uses both L ' and L 

in the form À Á�Å >ÇÆ Å > È�É : �"'£ËÊ�£ �¦��N^Ì�£	Í : � £ _ '*Î : � £X�`ÏWÀ Æ È�É : �"'Ä�Ê ' �¦��N^Ð�ÄÍ�Ä Î Ä _ ' �`Ï2À Á�Ñ , where � is

the dimension, À Á the permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation ÃO-.b Ã ' |�Ã + | � � �[d
(list notation), Ñ is invertible diagonal, and Í £¯Ä is all � ’s except a � in the �	Ò[|)Ó�� position.
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Alas, both lead to security concerns. Let B - L 6 and L -y�	Ô\�¤Õ�� '*Ö � Î Õ Ö : , then a cross term is��£×�gÄØ- :Ù� Ê ' Ô £ ��Ô Ä �ÛÚ +� N Ù'*Ö �ÜgÕ Ö : �	Ô £ ��Ô Ä Õ°NRÔ £ Õ*Ô Ä ���¼Ú3�Ú³Õ �
If either most of the Ô=£�Ä are zero, or there is a tendency for Ô £ � K Ô £ ÕW-yÔ Ä � K Ô Ä Õ , then cross-

term coefficients will tend to vanish. If L is constructed with elementary row operations as above,
many entries will be zero. When both Ô £ � and Ô Ä � are non-zero, the odds are good that a multiple of
row Ò has been just added to row Ó or vice versa. It is verifiable that polynomials for E in 6 is sparse.

The matrix ½Ø�¥¿Ý�jÀ¼�`Â has far fewer zeroes, but most entries of ¿Ý�ÞÀ Á are � ’s, hence Ôe�¤Õ is
usually ½���Â3Õ . When neither Ã ' and Ã + is 1 or 2 (very likely), we have� ' -½ ' �5Â ' Ú ' N^Â + Ú + N~´ ´ ´���| � + -½ + �5Â ' Ú ' N^Â + Ú + N~´ ´ ´���|
and Ú ' Ú + coefficient in � ' � + is zero. More precisely, let L ' -y½Ø�¥¿\�^À%Ág�`Â , B - L ' 6 . The �	Ò[|)Ór�
entry of L ' is � if ÓR-�Ã £ and ½ £ Â Ä otherwise. Thus, � £ is given by ½ £ È�ß :Ä�Ê ' Â Ä Ú Ä �ZÂWÁ àXÚ3Á à Ï .

Taking into account that �5�µNá� � + -~� + NÞ� + in a field of characteristic two: So:� £ � Ä - ½ £ ½ Ä¢â :Ù� Ê ' Â +� Ú +� N�5ÂWÁ àXÚ3Á à�N^ÂWÁ[ã�Ú3Á[ã�� :Ù� Ê ' ÂW��Ú3��NRÂWÁ àXÚ3Á à)Â¾Á[ã�Ú3Á[ã�äj� (1)

Only ���=�i� of the ���	�=�Þ��*f�� cross-terms are non-zero in the cross-term ��£×�gÄ . The potential vulner-
ability is obvious especially for cryptosystems with relatively few cross-terms.

2.2 Designing for Non-Sparseness

An obvious improvement on the previous section is to use some other form of zero-one matrices that
leads to fewer zeros coefficients in the quadratic polynomials.

Proposition 1 Suppose L -z½�å�Â , where ½ and Â are diagonal and åÞ-¨�Xæ £¯Ä � is a 0-1 matrix, then
the probability that the coefficient of ÚW�Ú³Õ in the expansion of ��£×�gÄ (usually written b ÚØ��Ú³Õ`d¥�	��£	�gÄ� ) will
be non-zero is ���ç + �¦�3�uç + � when æ£�ÄØ-y� with probability ç .

Proof. Suppose ½ and Â have entries ½ £ and Â Ä respectively, then � £ -è½ £ È�ß :Ä�Ê ' Â £ æ £�Ä Ú £	Ï Nj� £ .
So when é ¡-�ê , b Ú3��Ú³Õ¦d¥�	� £ � Ä �Ø-©½ £ ½ Ä ÂW��ÂWë)�Xæ £ ��æ Ä Õ�Njæ £ Õ[æ Ä ����� This will vanish unless exactly one ofæ £ ��æ Ä Õ and æ £ Õ[æ Ä � is � , or rather if and only if either æ £ ��-næ Ä Õ2-ì� , and at least one of æ £ Õ and æ Ä � is
zero; or æ £ Õ�-æ Ä �¾-�� , and at least one of æ £ � and æ Ä Õ is zero. í
We can make a coefficient non-zero at most half the time, when çh�F�f�î � . E.g. when �0-8��� we
want nineteen entries in each row and column of å to be � and the other nine to be � . Elementary row
operations and Ñ �¥¿Z�ÞÀU� Ñ decompositions was considered partly because we want the private key
length and the signing time to be �$�	�%� , yet (as above) the number of zeros as well as the number of
ones need to be ïO� + . What we want is: å should be in a form that makes B�@A 6ð- L �"' B doable in�$�	�%� , even though L itself contains ïO� + of both zeros and ones. This is where circulants come in.

2.3 Circulant Matrices

A square matrix L -©�	Ô=£�Ä� '*Ö £ Î Ä Ö : is circulant if Ò��µé�ñáÓ"�¾êi�5òôógõ9�%� implies Ôe£�ÄØ-~Ô=�[Õ . Circulant
matrices have been studied since long ago, and one can read up the monograph [6] for details. The
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S-Box of AES effectively uses a multiplication by the circulants

å T -
ö÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷ø
� � � � �ù� � �� � � � � �ú� �� � � � � � �û�� � � � � � � ��ù� � � � � � �� �ú� � � � � �� � �û� � � � �� � � �ú� � � �

ü·ýýýýýýýýýýþ å �"'T -
ö÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷ø
� �ú� �û� � �û�� � �û� �û� � ��ù� � �û� �û� �� �ú� � �û� �û�� � �û� � �û� ��ù� � �û� � �û�� �ú� � �û� � ��ù� �û� � �û� �

ü·ýýýýýýýýýýþ �
We borrow a page from the same book, and let L ' -}½�À%Á�å�À Æ Â , where Ã�|*ÿe7�� I are permutations.
We want an å whose inverse we can multiply to a vector quickly. One obvious candidate is å +*T -�Xæ�£�Ä�� '*Ö £ Î Ä Ö +*T , where æ£�ÄÛ-©� if Ó¼�QÒ is congruent to ��´ ´ ´���� and -0� otherwise. Multiplying by å +*T is
easy, but multiplying by å �"'+*T is even easier, because it is given byå �"'+*T -y�5��£ Î Ä�� '*Ö £ Î Ä Ö +*T |���£�ÄÛ-�� if Ò%�eÓ¢ñ~�g|¤�r|����k�5òôógõ\���?��| else �r£¯Ä¾-~�g�
We would like to find an å I for any Ô with similarly nice properties: å3�"'I B easily evaluated in �$�	Ô�� ,
and å I in some nice form that has the proportion of � ’s as close to �g������� as possible. Luckily, the
same thing works for any Ôì-0«�é N~� . In fact we have

Proposition 2 (Trilinear Circulant Matrices) In a field of characteristic 2:

1. Suppose å 
 � _ ' -y�Xæ£�Ä�� , æ£�ÄÛ-�� iff Ó �QÒ�ñ~��´ ´ ´���é0�5ò$órõe«�é¼N~�� and -~� otherwise, thenå �"'
 � _ ' -y�5��£�Ä�� is a 0-1 circulant with �g£¯Ä¾-�� iff Ò%�=Ó¢ñ~�g|¤é�|¤��él�5ò$órõe«�é¼NO�� ;
2. Suppose å 
 � _ + -y�Xæ £�Ä � , æ £�Ä -�� iff Ó �QÒ�ñ~��´ ´ ´���é0�5ò$órõe«�é¼Ná�?� and -~� otherwise, thenå �"'
 � _ + -y�5��£�Ä�� is a 0-1 circulant with �g£¯Ä¾-�� iff Ò%�=Ó¢ñ��µ��|¤é�|¤��é¼N�i�5òôógõe«�é Ná�?� .

Proof. We look at what happens when we multiply the å and å �"' given above.

1. The first column of å �"'
 � _ ' is bg��| � �"'� ��� 	�g| � � ��|[��|���| � �"'� ��� 	�g| � � ��|[��|°��| �� ��� 	�g| � � �%|[�2dÇ�
There is only one way for a window of ��é3NR� (cyclically) consecutive positions to span three � ’s
instead of two; it corresponds to the initial row of å 
 � _ ' . To verify with a counting argument, as
we rotate a cyclic window of width ��é�Nô� over the «�é�N$� positions, each of the three � ’s should be
seen ��é�Nô� times; the window at all positions except one sees two � ’s. «g´×�X��é�N$���-�g´	�X«�é�Nô��[N$� .

2. The first column of å �"'
 � _ + is b �� ��� 	�g| � � ��|[��|%��| �� ��� 	�g| � � ��|[��|°��| � �"'� �
� 	�g| � � �%|[�g|��3dÇ�
There is exactly one way that ��é$N�� (cyclically) consecutive positions can contain a single �
(instead of two). The number of � ’s check with «2´��X��é N~���-�2´��X«�é¼Ná�?���á� .

Remark: The devil is in the details. Sharp-eyed readers will have seen that the nice formulas shown
above are missing the «�é cases. We will explain that omission in the next section. í

Circulants in the Ñ À¼�2À Ñ form seems a solution tailor-made for this application. The proportion
of zeros in each cross-term is ���f��g� , very close to one-half. There is a lot less correlation between the
terms, unlike in Eq. 1 and with 4 cross terms per � Ä , the proportion of zeros in each polynomial goes
down to �fr��� . Furthermore, it fits TTS/ �?# (central map /W1k�X��T��`+*T A /213�X��T�`+ ( ) like a groove, because
neither dimension is divisible by 3. It works for SFLASH S + (central map of /W1k�X� Y � 
[Y A /W13�X� Y � +*] )
too, but SFLASH S + takes most of its time in the central map so the time savings are scarce.
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2.4 The Quirks of Circulants: Filling in the Blanks

We can summarize the problems we encounter trying to find a nice regular form for å 
 � thus:

Proposition 3 Let å : Î � be the �Q!9� circulant with the first row b ��|%��| � � ��|��� 	�� �� |��g| � � �%|��� 	�� �: � � dÇ| then

1. å : Î � is singular if (and only if) �¢-��� õ%�	�§|¤é����}� ;
2. For any 4 and large enough � with ��� õ%�	�§|[4?�§-�� , some å �"': Î � will have 4 lines of � ’s.

3. If � is even, ò�������� ' � # of � ’s in a row of å �"': Î � � is the smallest odd prime ç ¡ � � .

Proof. We build the first column of the inverse, like in the previous proposition.

1. If ��� õ%�	�§|¤é��3-y���©� , then take �%f�� rows of å : Î � spaced � apart. They sum to a row of all � ’s
or all � ’s. We can repeat the process on another set of �%f�� rows spaced � apart, and the sum of
these two will be a row of � ’s. Hence we know å : Î � will be singular.

2. We demonstrate the general approach with ��-0ég4��Q� . We build the requisite circulant similarly
to that of Prop. 2. I.e., we form a circulant from the initial column of

either �¦� � � �"' � ± � - bg��| � �"'� �
� 	�g| � � � |��g|���| � � ��|%��| � �"'� ��� 	�g| � � �%|��� 	�� �¶ ± �2'¥¸ copies

|°��| �� ��� 	�g| � � ��|��WdÇ|
or �5� � �"' �� ± �"' � � � + �ú- b � �"'� ��� 	�g| � � � |���|°��| � � ��|���| � �"'� ��� 	�g| � � ��|��g|��� 	�� �¶ ± �µ'¥¸ copies

| � � +� ��� 	�g| � � � |���|°��dÇ�
The reader can verify that these will form å �"': Î : � � when ��-ég4��~� .

3. Now we want a first column for the circulant when �;-lég4ÛN�� , where � �!� �h4 . The number
of � ’s in every ê consecutive positions must be � except one location where it is �X�"���� . Counting� ’s, we see that ê 4W�Q����-#�¢� . We can form this arrangement via an Euclidean-like algorithm.

Original Problem: Find a column with �	�i�h4��³� ’s and 4�� ’s, such that ê contiguous entries
always show �Û� ’s (and �×ê3�Z� �%� ’s), except in one location where it is �X�$�~�� .

Reduced Problem: Find a column with �ô� ’s and 4�� ’s, such that �5�$N� � contiguous entries
always show �Û� ’s (and � � ’s), except in one location where it is �X�$�~�� .

Indeed, � and � must satisfy ��4���%�h-&�¢� , so an obvious candidate for ê is ��Nzé�� sinceê 4��~�Ø-y�5�µNáé�� �`4 -©�Xég4ÛN��?�¦�$�~�¾-~���$�~� . Suppose we have the row corresponding to the
reduced problem. From this arrangement, we simply insert �Xé��Þ�� � ’s after each � to reach the
case of column �e-ég4ÛN�� long and windows ê3-0é���Ná� long.

Note that point 3 of the proposition follows from point 2 directly. í
Proposition 3 implies that it is more difficult to find nice matrices for �á-a«�é (or �á-a��é , assuming
only even dimensions). We can avoid multiples of « . Assuming we do not, it is still possible to find a
circulant å 
 ��7�'�g|��)(
 � qr
 � with about two-thirds of its entries being 1, such that å �"'
 � has only 3 � ’s
in a row. Initial columns of some possible å 
 � are listed in the Appendix (Tab. 4).

Proposition 4 (Trilinear Circulants of Size «�é ) We can find circulants *�³� Î Ä so that *� �"'� Î Ä exists in/W13�X�?� and has �X��éô�Þ���� ’s in every column. One way is to form *�³� Î Ä from this row:��� � Ä � � 
 � � 
 � Ä -�b ��| ��| Ä� ��� 	�g| � � ��|��g|���| 
 � � 
 � Ä� ��� 	�g| � � ��|���dÇ|
We can choose å 
 � satisfying the requirements in Sec. 2.3 among such *� �"'� Î Ä .
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Proof. For the following combinations of é and Ó we build the initial column P :& é$-«�Ôð�j� , ÓU-«�Ôì�i� , PU-~���?�5������ I �"'�� ���¦��� ��� I �"'?�5������ I �"'���� .& é$-«�Ô , Ó¢-«�Ôð�i� , PU-�� ��� ���¦��� ���¥I �"' �?�¦��� ���¥I2���¦��� ���¥I �"' .& é$-«�Ô , Ó¢-«�Ôð�Þ� , PU-~�����¦��� ��� I �"'�� ���¦��� ��� I �"'����?�¦��� ��� I .& é$-«�ÔnN� , ÓU-«�Ôì�Þ� , PU-~�������¦��� ��� I � ���¦��� ��� I �"'��������?�5������ I �"' .
This suffices to give a valid *� �"'� Î Ä or å 
 � (two choices if « � é ). í
2.5 Empirical Evidence

Armed with the above, we build a TTS variant in Ñ,+ À + �µÀ.- Ñ - form and call it TTS LPSQR. It is
TTS/ � # , except that instead of L ' and L 
 we generate two permutations and two invertible diagonal
matrices. The permutations are stored compressed, 5 bits to an entry, so the private key total ���)� bytes.

2.5.1 Performance Evaluation

We compare the speed of TTS/ ��# , TTS LPSQR and some alternatives2 in Table 1.

Scheme Signature Pub. Key Priv. Key Keys Setup Signing Verifying
RSA-PSS 1024 bits 128 B 320 B 2.7 sec 84 ms 2.0 ms
ECDSA 326 bits 48 B 24 B 1.6 ms 1.9 ms 5.1 ms
SFLASH 259 bits 15.4 kB 2.4 kB 1.8 sec 4.2 ms 0.93 ms
TTS/ � # 224 bits 8.6 kB 1.3 kB /r�v« ms «��10 s �g� ��« ms

TTS LPSQR 224 bits 8.6 kB 284 B ��� � ms ��«20 s �g� ��« ms

Table 1: Various signature schemes on a 500MHz Pentium III

Signing with TTS/ � # is sped up by a factor of « on a 500 MHz Pentium III. We make no claim
to well-written or well-optimized programs. The test programs used plain vanilla ANSI C, no inlined
assembly and is compiled with gcc -O3. For memory-intensive applications, gcc is not considered
the best. Extra test data is available in Appendix D, including one using elementary row operations.

2.5.2 Cryptographical Experiments

We ran TTS/ ��# public keys generated by ½43 and Ñ À¼�2À Ñ decompositions through equation-solving
mechanisms of Macaulay 2 (which uses Gröbner Bases methods). We used more variables until the
programs3 ceased to function, and found no variations in Macaulay 2 solution time up from 6 to 10
variables. We hope to try again later with more memory and a better optimized program, maybe by
implementing Faugére’s F4 or even F5 ([8]) ourselves. The XL method of Shamir et al is supposed
not to affect TTS variants ([3]), so we also experimented with XL on LPSQR TTS variant public keys
up to Ôì-��� and again, we found no appreciable differences.

3 Key Schedules: a Venerable Concept

Key schedules – generating sub-keys or round keys from an original key – is a venerable concept,
for what is the Enigma machine or a stream cipher but a key schedule of sorts? A key schedule also
shortens key length, but is fundamentally different from the methods in Sec. 2.

2Data taken from the NESSIE website and report, see [21]. We also tested LPSQR versions of SFLASH 576 , but we omit
the numbers because our numbers with and without LPSQR ran almost identically.

3Using a dual Athlon MP 2000+ (1.67 GHz), 3 GB RAM machine and a Pentium 4 1.8 GHz, 1GB machine.
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In general, having a key schedule will not shorten the running time. In fact, it usually makes
everything slower. But it is considered worthwhile because short keys have advantages. In presenting
SFLASH �g� ([27]), the authors mentioned that it is possible to run SFLASH with a key schedule.

The current cryptography thinking has apparently given up on linear key schedules like the ones
in DES, where the subkeys are bits picked out from the real key, inverted if needed and reassembled.
Thankfully, we have a number of obvious candidates to choose from. Each of the AES submissions
has a key schedule. Even better, they are well-tested and assembly routines are available for us to call.

Not having access to

3.1 Practical Considerations in Key Setup: Zeros

One big differences when doing key scheduling is the treatment of zeros. Especially on a smart card, it
is impossible to do a Gaussian elimination and determine that a matrix is invertible, so LU decompo-
sition is necessary. We use the obvious idea of taking the AES key setup codes, and treat the sub-keys
generated like a PRNG, storing each generated block in a buffer. Every time we need a random byte,
we look in the byte buffer. If we get a zero when we need a non-zero byte, we go on to the next byte.

3.2 Testing Results with Key Scheduling

There would not be any use for this kind of space-saving manuever if not for smart cards, so we have
to make sure that the code fits in a small package. We ran one test on PCs and asked someone with
the equipment to run the other test: compile our programs for the 8051 and see that it operates. (We
generate the public keys a la [29], there may be other ways.)

Scheme Signature Pr. Key PC setup PC sign ’51 setup ’51 sign ’51 ROM

SFLASH 259 bits 2.4 kB �r�v� sec �r��� ms 310 sec 2.5 sec 6.5 kB
scheduled 259 bits 256 B �����v� sec �r�8/ ms 930 sec 3.2 sec 7.3 kB

TTS/ ��# 224 bits 1.3 kB /r�v« ms «��10 s 75 sec 300 ms 3.1 kB
scheduled 224 bits 256 B ���8/ ms �?��/90 s 340 sec 700 ms 3.6 kB

Table 2: Key-Scheduled Signatures Schemes on 500MHz Pentium III and a 8052AH card

The ROM space listed is only for signing. The setup code roughly doubles the ROM needed. Ok,
so our test programs were not so good, but these are proofs-of-concept. We are able to fit in the keys
and the program of a SFLASH scheme in 8kB ROM for a 8051 compatible microcontroller and a those
for TTS scheme in 4kB. We can probably reduce it further with assembly coding (these are C51). The
key generation time is horrendous, but it is doable and perhaps we don’t need on-card key generation
for such low-cost concerns. We validate the claims of [1, 27] that key scheduling is feasible.

We ran the same cryptanalytical tests on the public keys generated by the key-scheduled methods,
just as we did in Sec. 2.5.2. Again, our test results show “no difference”.

4 Subfields: a Way to a Smaller Public Key

Not only can subfields help to reduce the huge public key of a multivariate quadratic cryptosystem
to a mere fraction size, through programming exercises in SIMD (single instruction multiple data)
parallelism, it can also increase speed by an equal or greater factor as smaller memory footprint will
also alleviate architectural problems (e.g., cache contention). The original SFLASH had problems
used 1-bit coefficients for speed and key size (Appendix A.2). But a subfield need not be /W1k�X�?� .
Any representation of /213�X� T � has subfields isomorphic to /W13�X� � � and /213�X� + � . However, using them
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effectively in a program is problematical. One reason is that there are two ways to multiply in /W1k�X� T � :
With lookup tables for taking logarithms and exponentials; or with a big lookup table of 64 kB. This is
usually feasible only on a PC where memory is not a problem, and where the CPU is equipped with a
fairly large cache. We will show what we can do both with big lookup tables and with :�;=< - >Ëó?� .
4.1 Gaining from Subfields: Big Multiplication Table

All fields with 256 elements are isomorphic, and all programs do finite field multiplications via ta-
ble lookup. Knowing this, Daemen and Rijmen picked the first irreducible degree-8 polynomial over/W13�X�?� from a table ([5]) in a textbook ([17]) for the field extension used in AES/Rijndael. Other
cryptographers also seem to have randomly picked their field extensions. However, while all represen-
tations of /W13�X��T� are equal, some are more equal than others; we seek those with easily represented
intermediate subfields for cryptographic applications.

Proposition 5 There is a “natural chain of extensions” �5,=£X�¥£ � ( from , ( -¨/W13�X�?� such that , ' -, ( �@� ' �§-~, ( b � ' d	fg�@� +' N�� ' NÝ�� , and recursively having defined ,�£ , � + NA�£×�ØNÝ� is always irreducible
in , £ , and we can define , £ _ ' -~, £ �@� £ _ ' ��-, £ b � £ _ ' d	fg�@� +£ _ ' NB� £ _ ' � £ N~�� for ÒDC0� (here � ( -�� ).
So we can build a multiplication for /W13�X� T � with a natural 4-bit subfield and even a natural SIMD
table. For a proof of Prop. 5 and the table-building procedure, see Appendix C.

Evaluating the public map in a subfield variant of a multivariate PKC using the big 64kB lookup
table is mostly multiplying to a coefficient. Hence essentially one can quarter or halve the number of
table lookup operations involved with /W1k�X�?� or /W13�X� � � respectively, with minimum reprogramming.
To see why, collate the public map in linear, square, and cross-terms (like Imai-Matsumoto [14]):

E �2- Ù £ À £ �Úk£�N Ù £ F £ �Ú +£ N Ù £ � Ä Â £�Ä �Úk£×Ú�Ä¾- Ù £ Úk£ öø À £ �kN F £ ��Úk£�N Ù Ä Ü £ Â £�Ä �Ú�Ä üþ � (2)

Of course, not all CPU cycles are spent multiplying variables with coefficients. In the central
map of a FLASH variant, the processor is mostly multiplying and squaring 8-bit variables. Since the
central map is where the signing time goes, a subfield FLASH variant saves mainly in the key size and
verification time. TTS is at the other extreme: when signing in a TTS variant, the middle map takes
little time. So for a TTS scheme, the gain in siging speed also can be significant. But there are other
problems with a subfield variant of TTS. See Sec. 4.3 and Appendix A.

4.2 Gaining from Subfields: Multiplying by Logarithms

Most multivariate PKC multiply via � A > ó?�=G"� and HJI -tables with a given primitive H thus:����-!H ¶LKNMPO%Q"I _ KNMPOPQJR ¸TS M%U3¶ ± �"'¥¸ �	��|*� ¡-~����| (3)

Note parts of a key can be and often is stored in log-form to avoid the extra lookup overhead.
It is harder to multiply by > ó?� - :�;"< faster with subfields; in fact, it can well be slower. Elements

of /W1k�@��� can be written '�g|VH T*p |VH�' Y (�|VH +*p*p - �)( (where H is primitive as in Eq. 3) and represented
as ���g|�����|%� �g|���� in a bit-field. Similarly /W13�X� � � must be '�g|WH ' Y�|WH�
 � | � � �%|WH�+*
*T�|WH�+*p*p2-è�)( , and we
can use 4-bit non-zero nybble Ò to represent H�' Y £ . However, isolating the bit-fields and multiplying by�7� (or �?/ ) take time. If we don’t want subfield multivariate PKC’s to run slower, we need a shortcut,
and both plausible shortcuts when multiplying by an element of /W1k�@��� need a special table:
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1. We can resort to bitwise logical operations with (here X§-H T*p |"ç ( |�ç ' |Y� ( |Z� ' 7�/W13�X�?� ):� ç ' XN¾ç ( ���@� ' X�N[� ( ��-y� ç ' � ( NWç ( � ' N¾ç ( � ( �\XN=� ç ' � ' N¾ç ( � ( �§-Ýç ( �*�@� ' N]� ( �\XN]� ( �N¾ç ' �@� ( XN]� ' ��|
and forego logarithms when multiplying by /W13�@��� coefficients. We will need big SIMD units
and a compatible multiplication table as in Appendix C. This is also not very feasible for /213�X� � � .

2. Look at each 2-bit coefficient in turn and multiply by using one extra table, i.e. let X�|�ç ( |�ç ' be
as above, and the table TTABLE to hold XV^ at position ^ :� ç ' X"N�ç ( �%´7^U-Ýç ' ´�� TTABLE[x] �"N�ç ( ´7^��
For all the multiplications of ^ with 2-bit coefficients we need to lookup TTABLE[x] exactly
once, analogous to what is done in the original SFLASH. This may be extended to /W1k�X� � � using
tables that multiply by Hg
 � and H ' Y in addition to the one used for H�T*p .

4.3 Pitfalls in Using Subfields

There are at least the following things to watch out when making a subfield variant of a PKC:& If � is the minimum rank of an equation, then 4�_ should not be too small (Appendix A.4).& If the public map of , : A , I can be restricted to �5, # � : A �5, # � I , then one should watch out
for the field size. If

� ,Q# � : is too small, then this may fall to the Gilbert-Minier attack (Sec. A.2).& If
� , # � : � I is too small, then the hash should be padded out of �5, # � I (Sec. A.3).

4.4 2FLASH and 4FLASH

We adapt FLASH to coefficients in , ' -0/W1k�@��� in accordance with Sec. 4.3 and call it 2FLASH:

To Setup: Generate random invertible matrices L ' 7è�5, ' � 
[Y�qr
[Y and L 
 7è�5, ' � 
[Y�qr
[Y . ComposesC- J 
Øª J +Øª J ' , where J + is the same FLASH central map as in Sec. 1.1. Save the 2-bit
coefficients of the map s as the public key ( �`���8/ kB compressed). Find and save L �"'' , L �"'
 as
the private key ( ���?/ bytes when compressed).

To Sign: Given the message w , compute the 160-bit digest H -~x^�Xwz� . Pad from 20 to 37 bytes (296
bits) using bits from xR� H � xor’ed with a secret word or a suitable random number generator,
and re-hash or redo random number generation if each of the first 26 bytes is between 0 and 3.
This is called H # . Compute E - L �"'
 � H # � , compute B 7\J �"'+ � E � , essentially by raising to a very
high power, then the signature 6{- L �"'' � B � . Release �Xw}|*6u� .

To Verify: On receiving �Xw0|*69� , compute H #�-ys��	69�3- L 
 b�J + � L ' 69�)d , reject if all 26 initial com-
ponent of H # is in /21��@��� . Else, match the first 20 bytes of H # against H -~xR�Xw�� .

4FLASH is identical to 2FLASH aside from using , + -©/W13�X� � � instead of , ' . The private key
is 1.4 kB long, and the public key is 9.1 kB long. Note that we do not specify how multiplication is
done, although in practice one should use the big-table approach if possible.

4.5 TTS/ a , 4-bit Variant of TTS

If we want to use 4-bit ( /W13�X� � � ) coefficients throughout, it seems clear to want more cross-terms in
each polynomial of TTS than when using “normal” TTS (see Appendix A.4). Such arrangements to
avoid rank attacks seems to be achievable. We arrange our new scheme, which we shall name TTS/ � ,
around ��-«��r|�Ôì-��� , and this new J + :
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b)cedgf h=cidkj�l�cedmh=cinmhWcoj�p%cedmh=ceq%h"dkjArsced%h=cituh"t.j�vwciduhWced%h�q.j�xycedmh=czcPh"nkj|{7cedmh=ce}%h"~kj��)cedmhJ�%hJ�kj|�"ciduh"�mhJ}b)cetgf h=citkj�l�cetmh=cinmh"tkj�p%cetmh=ceq%hJq.jArscet%h=cituh"n.j�vwcituhWced%hJ~kj�xycetmh=czcPh"�kj|{7cetmh=ce}%hJ}.j��)cetmhJ�%h=coj|�"cituh"�mh"db)c�q�f h=ceq.j�l�c�q%h=cinmh"nkj�p%c�q%h=ceq%h"~kjArsc�qsh=cituh"�.j�vwceqmhWced%h�}.j�xyc�q%h=czcPhWcoj|{7c�q%h=ce}%h"dkj��)c�q%hJ�%hJtkj|�"ceqmh"�mhJqb)cengf h=cinkj�l�cenmh=cinmh"�kj�p%cenmh=ceq%hJ}.jArscen%h=cituhWc�j�vwcinuhWced%hJdkj�xycenmh=czcPh"tkj|{7cenmh=ce}%hJq.j��)cenmhJ�%hJnkj|�"cinuh"�mh"~b ce~ f h ci~ j�l ce~ h cin h } j�p ce~ h ceq h c jAr ce~ h cit h d j�v ci~ h ced h t j�x ce~ h czc h q j|{ ce~ h ce} h n j�� ce~ h � h ~ j|� ci~ h � h �
...

...
...b���f h"��j�l?�sh"�s� c h"�s� ce~ j�pu�sh=�s� d h"��� cin j�rm��h"��� t h"�s� c�q jAvw��h"��� q h"�s� cetj�x � h �s� n%h �s� ced�j�{ � h �s� ~mh �s� czc�j�� � h ��� �sh �s� c�}�j�� � h ��� �%h �s� � (for � f�� ���m�m�\�7� )

...
...

...b ti} f h t\} j�l ti} h dz� h c�q j�p t\} h d\� h cin j|r t\} h dz� h ci~ jAv t\} h dz~ h ci� jAx t\} h d\n h ci� j|{ ti} h d\q h ce� j�� t\} h d\t h d\} j|� t\} h d\d h dPcb tVc f h tPc j�l tVc h t\} h cen j�p tPc h d\� h ci~ j|r tPc h dz� h ci� jAv tPc h dz� h ci� jAx tPc h d\~ h ci� j|{ tVc h dzn h di} j�� tPc h diq h dPc j|� tPc h"����hJ�
To find an inverse image for this kernel pick randomly � ( | � � �%|�� Y , and do LU decomposition on���

�
�kjAv?cedmh�q r%ciduhJt pmcidPh"d l�ciduhWcvwcit%hJ~ �kj�r%cituh"n pmcitPhJq l�cituh"tvwceqsh�} r%ceqmhJ� �kj�p%c�q%hJ~ l�ceqmh"nvwcin%hJd r%cinuh=c pmcinPhJ} �kj�l�cenmhJ�

�8��
�

If we fail, try again; if we succeed, store the result, then pick randomly � T ¡-#� �"'
 ' , and any � � |�� ')( |�� '*' .
Now we can solve the first four equations for � ' + |�� ' 
 |�� ' � |�� ' p , then sequentially for � ' ] | � � ��|�� 
 ' .
To Setup: Assign non-zero random elements of , + -a/W1k�X� � � to the parameters �g£¥| � � �%|���£ for Ò3-���³´ ´ ´�«g� ; generate random nonsingular matrices L ' 7a�5, + �`
*+qr
*+ and L 
 7n�5, + �`+ ( qr+ ( and

vectors P ' 7á, 
*+ where ,o-{/W13�X� T � . Compose s -ðJ 
 ª J + ª J ' and assign P 
 7á, + ( to
eliminate constant part of s . Save the quadratic and linear coefficients of s , with the former
packed, and save as the public key (5920 bytes). Find and save L �"'' , L �"'
 , and also save P ' , P 
 ,
and the parameters �g£¥| � � �%|Y��£ as the private key (812 bytes).

To Sign and Verify: Same as before, except that there are now 12 random elements.

4.6 Empirical Results in Subfields

We give some test results. The data marked in black text are NESSIE numbers. There are two sets of
data for FLASH variants, the top one with big multiplications and the bottom one with >Ëó?� - :�;=< . We
plead guilty to not being able to write as good programs as the NESSIE version of SFLASH S + . In fact,
our >Ëó?� - :�;"< SFLASH S + has setup, sign and verify times of �r�v� sec, �r��� ms, and 1.5 ms respectively.

The results we obtain indicates that 2FLASH and 4FLASH are good candidates to experiment with.

5 Further Discussions and Conclusion

In the NESSIE final report ([21]), the recommendation for Public-Key Encryption Schemes is PSEC-
KEM (ECC-based), with a secondary recommendation to RSA-KEM (essentially RSA-1536+ with
exponent 65537+). For Digital Signature Schemes, the primary recommendation is RSA-PSS (like the
above), and the secondary recommendation ECDSA (ECC, 160+-bit keys). Of the two multivariate
signature candidates, QUARTZ was rejected and the report had this to say about SFLASH:

SFLASH is not recommended for general use but this signature scheme is very efficient
on low cost smart cards, where the size of the public key is not a constraint.
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Scheme Signature Pub. Key Priv. Key Keys Setup Signing Verifying
RSA-PSS 1024 bits 128 B 320 B 2.7 sec 84 ms 2.0 ms
ECDSA 326 bits 48 B 24 B 1.6 ms 1.9 ms 5.1 ms

SFLASH S + 259 bits 15.4 kB 2.4 kB
«r�v� sec «r�v� ms �g�v«�� ms

1.8 sec 4.2 ms 0.93 ms

2FLASH 296 bits 4.5 kB 685 B
�r�v� sec «r�v� ms �g� ��� ms�r�v« sec �r��� ms �g�N��� ms

4FLASH 296 bits 9.1 kB 1.4 kB
���8/ sec «r�v� ms �g�v��� ms�r�v� sec 8.5 ms �g�v��� ms

TTS/ � # 224 bits 8.6 kB 1.3 kB /r�v« ms «?/20 s �g� ��« ms
TTS/ � 256 bits 5.9 kB 812 B «r�8/ ms ���20 s �g���?� ms

Table 3: Subfield schemes versus NESSIE finalist signature schemes on a 500MHz Pentium III

It seems that the principal reasons for multivariate public-key signature schemes not to gain wider
currency are the size of the public key, and the fact that they are not dominant enough over better-
known RSA and ECC based schemes. We think that the techniques we proposed here helps with the
issue. Certainly if 2FLASH and 4FLASH do not prove to be security failures, they become even more
viable and “useful on low cost smart cards” than SFLASH. TTS also gains, but not so drastically. Of
course, most of this discussion applies identically to other multivariate PKC schemes. The security
of the variant schemes necessarily depend on the original, but if SFLASH S + is broken but a similar
SFLASH S 
 isn’t, we can build 2FLASH S 
 and 4FLASH S 
 in no time, ditto TTS.

In fact, one reason that ECC- and (especially) RSA-based schemes were not much further behind
speedwise is history and inertia – the programs and their dependent libraries have been optimized
painstakingly by superb programmers over decades. We think that multivariate schemes can only start
to make inroads on the established schemes when they ar a lot better, if not to the hilt optimized.

We believe that there are at least the following directions to explore in the battle for optimization
toward smaller keys and better performance in multivariate PKC’s:& Cryptanalysis of subfield variants schemes and to find other useful subfield variants.& We can give the matrices L ' and L 
 extra rounds of elementary row operations. Its security

becomes an open question, as is security for the LPSQR form.& The LPSQR form makes the private key smaller in such a way that it would speed up computa-
tions. But cryptographers in general prefers AES-like key schedules because it is non-linear and
has a good track record. A challenge is a relatively secure and fast key-reducing method.

Our proposed ideas should be worth investigating further. There being endless possibilities in
combinations of quadratic polynomials, multivariate PKC’s are still a fertile field of study.
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A Attacks Relevant to Subfield Use

We recount some attacks that relates to subfields as a backdrop to our design decisions.

A.1 The Geiselman-Steinwandt-Beth “Homogeneity” Attack

Geiselmann et al observed ([10, 11]) that the middle portion of a FLASH variant4 or even any �¼��� -
derived scheme is homogeneous of degree two, and showed that to be a liability:

Fix 6 7i�5,¢¡�'�"(�� 
[Y and E a primitive element of , , the base field. If s is the verification
map, all linear terms in E vanishes in s�� E 6~� L �"'' P ' � . Also, since s��	69� is homogeneous
of degree 2 in �	6ZN L �"'' P ' � , and , is char 2, L �"'' P ' will make the linear part of s vanish.

So we only need to follow these steps to find L �"'' P ' and P 
 :
1. Find 3�7=,\
[Y on which linear parts of s vanishes. We expect õZ� ò3-y��� ( -O�=�ZÔ ).

2. Take an arbitrary basis �¤£�£)�¥£ Ê (s¥N¥N¥ ')( of 3 ; let E - ß Ð�£¤£%£ and solve the ��� equations in ���
variables when we let all the linear terms of st� E 6¨� ß Ð�£@£%£Ç� vanish.

3. That linear combination is L �"'' P ' . The constant in J 
 is given by P 
 -0st� L �"'' P ' ��7=, +*] .
This attack does not totally defeat SFLASH S + , but yields constant parts of both affine mappings so
cheaply that the authors of SFLASH S + conceded that it might as well be eliminated ([1]). It seems
difficult for a FLASH scheme or indeed any �¢� derivative to be patched against this attack. However,
it is inapplicable if the central map has linear terms, as in a TTS scheme. When the middle portion of
a multivariate PKC is homogeneous, the constant vectors � ' and � 
 can be eliminated cheaply, as can
the the linear terms from the public map.

A.2 The “Subfield” Attack on the Original SFLASH

In the original SFLASH, the two affine maps and hence verification map ¦ K �Ç/W13�X� Y �*� 
[Y A �Ç/W13�X� Y �*� +*]
has 1-bit entries5 and hence can be naturally restricted to ¦ K �Ç/W13�X�?�*� 
[Y A �Ç/213�X�?�*� +*] . Gilbert and
Minier found ([9]) this to be a vulnerability. Let E �	���U- ß Ð�£�Ä ��£	�rÄØN ß Ì�Ä��rÄ be a generic /W13�X�?�
quadratic with zero constant term, and take the following steps:

1. Select å¨§}�Ç/W13�X�?�*�¦+*] comprising a thousand6 random 26-tuples ��-y�	� ( | � � �%|*� +*p � .
2. Find and collate the image of each of the � 
[Y elements of �Ç/W13�X�?�*� 
[Y and thus for each �^7jå

the inverse image ¦ �"' �	��� . Now
ß Iw©wª Å > ¶�R ¸ E �	����-~�h�5òôórõ=�?� are « equations in �XÐ%£�Ä�|*ÌrÄ�� . Do

Gaussian elimination to find a 148-set of independent quadratic forms.
4Here, we still have the affine maps ¬ >os®B¯°#±9²T³k>e®µ´�¶�> and ¬ G�s·¸¯°#¹º²¢³�GV·»´�¶�G .5And using 7-bit (in all of ¼�½¿¾À6sÁPÂ ) constant parts would not help, due to the previous section.
6this number Ã need to be slightly greater than ÄmÅsÆ (not the ÄmÆsÇ in [9], which was a typograpical error), the number of

coefficients in each public-key polynomial; Ã ²�È Æ%ÆsÆ was chosen through trial and error.
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3. According to Gilbert and Minier, the fact that we find �����$-É�t!\«�� instead of «�� is an artifact
resulting from the structure in � ���"� . We may now purge the ����� -space of quadratic functions
of extraneous solutions by taking an appropriate sequence of derivatives and checking for inde-
pendent solutions, reducing it to dimension 37.

The � ��� problem behind SFLASH is now reduced to a �ô� problem (solvable a la Patarin, [23]). The
authors of SFLASH patched against this attack with SFLASH S + by using random coefficients from
the entire /W13�X� Y � . The moral: A restriction of the public map that takes a small (and easily treated)
subset of the domain into a small (and easily treated) subset of the codomain is a security concern in a
multivariate public-key cryptosystem.

A.3 The Reduction from Ê ��� to Ê �
It is claimed that the best attack against �ô��� variants ([25]) known has complexity directly proportional
to 4�: � I (where 4µ- � , � ) for forging a good signature, i.e. solving the equations. This is supposed to be
confirmed by the authors’ simulations. We will not bother the reader with the complicated proceedings,
involving Patarin’s original method of attack on �ô� . Suffices to say that this raises a similar sort of
warning to Sec. A.2: Subfield restrictions can be bad.

A.4 The “MinRank” or “Kernel” Attack

MinRank ([12]) is an intelligent search to decompose a multivariate cryptosystem’s public map. The
claimed complexity of the method is ���54oËiÌ Í¿Î _ Ô=
� where ÔQ|*�§|[4�|P� are the length of the ciphertext or
signature block, plaintext or digest block, the size of the base field, and the necessary minimum rank
for the attack to be effective. The steps are as outlined in [12]:

1. Take a linear combination of the homogeneous quadratic portions of the public keys with un-
determined coefficients, i.e. À�- ß I£ Ê 'ÐÏ £5xô£ , with x$£ the symmetric matrix relating ��£ to 6 .
Guess at a random é -tuple �	6 ' | � � �°|�6���� in /W1k�54?�¥: , where é�-ÒÑ I :ºÓ .

2. Attempt to solve for Ï £ in À26 ' -l´ ´ ´�-~À26��W-~� via Gaussian elimination. The equations will
be almost uniquely solvable when À is the quadratic part of � ' , the equation in the central map
we assume to have the smallest rank � .

3. õZ� ò^x �"'' �5���Û-©���B� , so when we guess at �	6 ' | � � �%|�6���� , they will with probability 4�� � _ all
be in x �"'' �5��� . This À is the quadratic portion of � ' and the coefficients Ï £ the row of L �"'
 .
According to [12] the scheme should unravel after that, one could find L 
 , and then L ' with a
little more analysis of the kernel spaces.

Discounting some careless mistakes ([20]) in presentation in [12], we note that: the parameter � is
not always � as claimed but can be a lot higher. In TTS/ ��# (see Sec. 1.2) has � -� and it is hard. Also
there may not be an onion-like effect where finding an unknown row of L �"'
 gives you everything, an
attacker must guess every � £ correctly. Ensuring that each of the polynomial � Ä will appear once adds
an order of magnitude to the running time. In the middle map of a multivariate PKC (or the kernel), the
ranks of each equation should be the same if possible and this rank should be as large as is feasible. If
the base field become smaller, the rank should be higher.
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B Circulant Tables and Examples

We exemplarize with the inverse of å T[Y Î � Y , the ����!;��� circulant with 47 consecutive � ’s and 40 con-
secutive � ’s in each row. Here ��-0����|�4µ-«���|Z� -���«r|�ét-� , hence �$-� , �3-��7� , êÛ-�?� .�X«���|���«r|¤�r|��7��� ��� ������� ������� �����������?��������?� ���������?��������?� �����?� ������� ���?�������?��� �A �¦����|���«r|¤�r|m/?� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����� �������������� ��� �A �¦����|¤�r|���|m/?� ����������� �������������A �¦��|¤�r|���|[��� �����
Note that the underline in each line shows where a circular window of the appropriate size contains
an extra � . We only need to add one � after each � in the uppermost row, and we will have found the
arrangement with fifty � ’s and thirty-seven � ’s that we were seeking (rotated):(*(�')(�')(*(�')(�')(�')(*(�')(�')(�')(*(�')(�'¥(�')([(�')(�'¥(�')([(�')(�'`(�')(*(�')(�'¥(*(�')(�')(�'¥(*(�')( ')(�'¥(*(�')(�')(�'¥(*(�')(�')(�'`(*(�')(�')(�'¥(*(�')(�')(�'
has only one window forty positions wide that has eighteen instead of seventeen � ’s. So the unmarked
positions show the only �J� -long window containing nineteen � ’s instead of twenty. We have just found
the first column of å �"'T[Y Î � Y .

Table 4 gives a complete list of inverses of Trilinear /W13�X�?� circulants of size divisible by « .� é Ó First column of å 
 �
6 2 1 011001
9 3 2 001011110

12 4 2 000110101111
15 5 4 010111011001101
18 6 5 001101011011110110
21 7 5 000110110101101111011
24 8 7 010110111011011001101101
27 9 8 001101101011011011110110110
30 10 8 000110110110101101101111011011
33 11 10 010110110111011011011001101101101
36 12 11 001101101101011011011011110110110110
39 13 11 000110110110110101101101101111011011011
42 14 13 010110110110111011011011011001101101101101
48 16 14 000110110110110110101101101101101111011011011011
54 18 17 001101101101101101011011011011011011110110110110110110
60 20 19 010110110110110110111011011011011011011001101101101101101101

Table 4: Complete list of inverses of Trilinear /W1k�X�?� circulants of size «�é
C Lemma of Ô¨ÕµÖ
×kØ ��Ù Subfield Extensions

Proposition 5 There is a “natural chain of extensions” �5,=£X�¥£ � ( from , ( -¨/W13�X�?� such that , ' -, ( �@� ' �§-~, ( b � ' d	fg�@� +' N�� ' NÝ�� , and recursively having defined ,�£ , � + NA�£×�ØNÝ� is always irreducible
in ,�£ , and we can define ,t£ _ ' -~,�£¦�@��£ _ ' ��-,$£*b ��£ _ ' d	fg�@��+£ _ ' NB��£ _ ' ��£�N~�� for ÒDC0� (here � ( -�� ).
Proof. In /W1k�X�?� , � + Nh�uN}� has no zero and hence is irreducible. So, , ' is well-defined. Using
mathematical induction, let us suppose , £ is well-defined but , £ _ ' isn’t, then � + NÚ� £ �¢NO�Ø-~� must
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be reducible. Suppose that it has root �µN^�%� £ , with ��|¤�W7=, £ �"' . Then� + NB��£	�$NO� - �5�2Ná�%��£Ç� + NB��£*�5�2NÞ�m�£X�°N�- � + Ná� + �@��£ �"' �£�N��°N^�J��£�NÞ���@�£ �"' �£�N~���N~�- Û×��N^� + N�X� + Ná� �\Ü§NÝÛ5�X� + Ná� �\��£ �"' N^�JÜ���£°-~�g�
Both halves must vanish. We find � + Ná�3-���N^� + from the first equation; substitute into the other for� + NQ�gf�� £ �"' Ná�Ø-~� . Since , £ �"' -~, £ � + b � £ �"' d	fg�@� +£ �"' N�� £ � + � £ �"' N^�� , the conjugate of the primitive��£ �"' in ,�£ �"' is the other solution to ��+£ �"' N¨��£ � + ��£ �"' N0� , whose two roots are inverses. So we know
that ÿ K ��£ �"' @A � �"'£ �"' must be an automorphism of ,�£ �"' . Hence ÿ �"' �5���`+3NÞ��£ �"' ÿ �"' �5���§Nz��-¨� , a
contradiction. So we know that every ,u£ is well-defined. í

Now we may build a 64kB multiplication table for /W13�X� T � from a inlined table for /W13�X� + � :
1. For neatness’ sake we write XW-ß� ' |WàR-á� + |��;-á� 
 , where the � ’s are the primitive elements

above. We want to represent , ',â- /W13�X��+� by ��´ ´ ´�« , and , + â- /W13�X� � � by ��´ ´ ´��y/ . The
obvious choice is to let à�é (where éu7e, ' ) be represented as multiplying é by 4 or a left shift of
2 bits, so that à�é Náég#�7=, + is representable as (( é << 2) | é�# ).

2. Similarly, for é�7;, + , multiplying by � for ée7;, + should be represented multiplying by 16 or
as shifting left by 4 bits, and ���µNá�¾7=, 
 should be the same as (( � << 4) | � ).

3. We meet our requirements by making the unsigned byte value �Û- ß YÄ�Ê ( � Ä � Ä represent�5� ( N^� ' X[�"N�5� + N^� 
 X*�\àôN�*�5� � N^� p X[�"N�5� ] N^� Y X*�\à"�¥���
4. Let ��7n/213�X� T � , then �-V�5� ' Nl� + à���Na�5� 
 Nl� � à"�¥� , ��£u7a/W13�X� + � . Similarly we write�¾7�/W1k�X��T�� as �X� ' N�� + à"��NÝ�X� 
 Ne� � à��¥�u7�/W13�X��T� , with ��£§7�/21��X��+� . We find �g� by repeatedly

using à + -ãX\àôN~� and � + -à��µN~� implied by items 1 and 2 above:�r�û- �5� ' � ' N^� + � + N^� 
 � 
 Ná�������°NBà\b � ' � + N^� + � ' N^� 
 ����N^���� 
 N~�5� + � + N^���������\X¥dN �Þ'� ' � 
 N^� + � � N^� 
 � ' N^� � � + Ná� 
 � � N^� � � 
 N^� � � � XNãà�´�bX� ' � � Ná� + � 
 N^� 
 � + N^� � � ' N^� 
 � 
 N�5� + � � Ná� � � + N^� 
 � � NR� � � 
 NR� � � � �\X¥de(��
We have created a multiplication table for /W1k�X� T � that has natural 2- and 4-bit subfields and can be
constructed quickly on the fly. The initial 4k bytes form a natural SIMD multiplication table of one
nybble with two nybbles independently; we can easily construct a 128kB table to multiply one /W13�X� T �
element simultaneously with two separate /W13�X� � � elements, or to multiply two /W1k�X� � � elements with
two other /W13�X� � � elements at the same time. Similarly, with a 256kB table, we can lookup four
separate multiplications of the same /213�X��T� element with /213�X��+� elements at once.

D Additional Test Data

The Pentium III is a rather old platform by this time. Running time on modern CPUs are increasingly
dominated by memory access times, and we run the same TTS speed tests on different CPU’s and
different versions of gcc, the GNU C Compiler.

Note that we include a measurement (TTS E.R.O) using elementary row operations with this de-
composition: L -~À�ä �å£ Ê '

æç :åÄ�Ê ' �¦��N^Í Ä Î Æ à ¶ Ä ¸ èé À Á�Ñ �
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CPU architecture Pentium III Pentium 4 K7
Frequency (MHz) 800 500 650 1800 2400 1667

gcc version 2.95 2.96 3.1 3.2 3.2 2.96
TTS/ � # ( 0 s) 37 23 42 8.0 5.0 10

TTS LPSQR ( 0 s) 13 7.8 7.5 2.7 2.0 3.4
TTS E.R.O ( 0 s) 20 13 11 5.9 4.8 5.5

Table 5: LPSQR Speed up measurements for various machines.

Here, ê�|�Ã�|�ÿ ' ´ ´ ´[ÿ � are permutations, and Ñ is an invertible diagonal matrix. The results appears
to show that this is still something to consider, although not necessarily so great compared to key
scheduling.
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